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Our PerfectFit™ kit is the best upgrade you can do to your Corvette!  
 
Increase the performance and drivability of your Corvette by converting to a modern 5 speed overdrive.  
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SST transmission and installation kits provide: 
 
 SST PerfectFit™ Tremec TKO 5 speed transmission (wide 

and close ratio options available)  Perfect shifter position 
standard with quick detach shifter for easy installation.  
Shifter does not require re-sealing like other offset shifters 
on the market.  

 31 spline slip yoke - stock driveshaft is retained and premi-
um solid u-joint is included. 

 Torque arm adapter - no cutting of your torque arm is    
required and you can even use the stock exhaust hanger.  

 Rubber isolator mount 

 Electronic speedometer interface - keeps your digital 
speedometer functional and is easy to calibrate. 

 Reverse light connector 

 Needle roller pilot bearing - pre-lubed and long life. 
 All installation hardware included - packaged for easy   

identification 
 Shifter boot, shifter handle and 5 speed ball.  

 Tunnel modification template, cover and detailed instruc-
tions. 

 Installation manual - including free lifetime tech support.  

 12 month product warranty - includes 24 month activation 
delay so you can finish your project. 

Replace your outdated and unreliable DN 4+3 transmission!   
 
They are expensive to repair and finding a competent shop to repair them is becoming increasingly difficult.  
 
Make the switch to the reliable and proven SST PerfectFit™ Tremec TKO 5 speed overdrive and fall in love 
with your C4 all over again! 

Optional clutch available: 

Kits in stock - deposits are never required! 


